swd PRIMUS ULTRA
0W-30

FULLY SYNTHETIC MULTIGRADE FUEL ECONOMY OIL

Properties
swd PRIMUS LIGHT SAE 0W-30 is a fully synthetic high performance fuel economy oil for gasoline
and diesel engines in passenger cars. While fulfilling the requirements of the Volkswagen AG
according VW 503 01, 502 00 and 505 00 it meets one of the stringentest specifications of motor car
manufacturers world wide. It is used in engines with direct injection, turbo charger and multivalve
technics, if a special oil of this specifation is recommanded.
swd PRIMUS LIGHT SAE 0W-30, by its progressive formulation and due to the mechanism of the
hightech additives, protects the motor against wear and sludge built-up. The special viscosity range
provides to the engine extreme fuel economy as well as outstanding cold starting properties.
Furthermore high lubricating film reliability is assumed, even at thermal load. By its total properties the
oil has got a great potential for saving fuel, and it contributes to ensure the constant performance of
the motor a long time through.

v Qualification
v ACEA A3 / B4
v API SJ / CF
v VW 502.00 / 505.00 / 503.01

u
u
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Approvals
MB-page 229.3
BMW Longlife-98

Typical Properties
swd PRIMUS ULTRA SAE 0W-30
Density at 15°C
Viscosity at 400°C
Viskosität bei 100°C
Viskosity Index
Pourpoint
Flash point

unit
kg/m³
mm²/s
mm²/s
°C
°C
Article-No. :

Specification variations in these characteristics may occur.
The instructions of manufacturer must be regarded.
Further informations to be available by MSDS.
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value
855
65
11,7
177
-54
220

method
DIN 51 757
DIN 51 562
DIN 51 562
DIN ISO 2909
DIN ISO 3016
DIN IS0 2592
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